
The Broken Ravens are a 5 piece unsigned rock band, based on the wild and captivating group of 

rugged Scottish islands known as the Outer Hebrides. Difficult to pigeon hole since their 

inception in 2014, there are obvious nods to Black Sabbath, Mastodon and Queens of the Stone 

Age, but delivered with a ferocious high energy and swagger. Their sweat and beer soaked 

fireball of fuzz sound has captivated audiences from all over the world, gaining a solid, loyal 

fanbase, praise from peers and critics, and toping independent rock charts in the American 

midwest. 

 

Acting as their own management, label, design and booking agent, TBR do everything for 

themselves and work from the old testament in DIY ethics.  
 

Last year, two tracks were successfully synchronized to PC gaming company Krongate for 

inclusion in Team Rocks game "Stage Surfers". Wasting no time in making the most of this 

golden opportunity, TBR worked closely with New York based Adrenaline PR (Lamb of God, 

Motorhead) to promote the sync and a run of dates in Los Angeles at the end of 2016. The band 

funded recordings, PR and the US tour dates by establishing the band as a brand, designing a 

strong instantly recognizable logo coupled with quality merchandise that sold well. 
 

TBR played the "Whisky a Go Go" in Hollywood, Los Angeles, The Canyon Club as well as a few 

other dates. This helped establish the band with national media attention from various radio 

stations including the BBC, and publications The Scottish Sun, The Scotsman, Highland News and 

landing a full page in industry only "IQ Magazine" with regards to "DIY" ethics. The band were 

delighted to receive a letter of commendation from Rod Smallwood, manager of Iron Maiden 

congratulating the band on hard work, naming tracks he had heard and suggestions on where 

the band could improve in terms of artwork and management.  

 . 

The Broken Ravens EP was released digitally in February 2017, received well and secured the 

band prestigious slots at Scottish "Belladrum Tartan Heart Festival" on the second stage, and a 

main stage high billing at Midalidare Rock Festival in Bulgaria this past summer. The band were 

very well received both on and off stage resulting in national TV and Radio interviews and offers 

to tour Bulgaria in the near future. The band gave away a box of limited edition CD's of their EP, 

with added bonus tracks including a live track bootleg from their recent Whisky A Go Go show. 

 

 

TBR are writing a follow up to their last release after the festival season, and plans to record in 

Los Angeles with showcase's and high profile supports are being worked out for early 2018. 

 


